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The room-temperature d0 ferromagnetism in black phosphorous (BP) oxide is investigated experi-

mentally and theoretically. Electrochemical oxidation does not alter the single-crystal structure of

BP and the degree of oxidation depends on the oxidation time, thereby resulting in changeable d0

ferromagnetism caused by surface P-O bonds. First-principles calculation reveals that different sur-

face P-O bonds have different binding energies and contributions to the ferromagnetism and the

bridge and dangling oxygen atoms are responsible for the observed ferromagnetism which stems

from p orbital spin polarization of the oxygen and phosphorus atoms. VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4942966]

Similar to graphene, black phosphorus (BP) possesses

unique properties such as thickness-dependent band gaps rang-

ing from 1.5 eV for a monolayer to 0.2 eV for bulk as well as

large exciton binding energy of 800 meV.1 Phosphorene with a

few layers have even more remarkable properties such as high

carrier mobility of 1000 cm2/V s comparable to that of gra-

phene,2 large on-off ratio (105),3 as well as tunable semicon-

ductor-to-metal transition controlled by strain.4 Many of these

properties are sensitive to surface states, which can be

exploited in the design of new 2D (2-dimensional) devices.

The discovery of d0 magnetism in materials lacking the

d or f orbitals, for instance, ZnO,5 ZnO2,6 graphene oxide,7

graphene nanoribbons,8 nonmagnetic perovskites,9 has

aroused much scientific interest because there are no cluster-

ing of impurities compared with traditional dilute magnetic

semiconductors. Although the magnetic effect arising from

the partially filled 2p orbitals in “first-row” elements such as

O, C, N, and B10 is analogous to that in traditional magnetic

materials with partially filled d or f orbitals, the mechanism

of d0 magnetism is still unclear. Phosphorus is in the second

row of the periodic table having a partially occupied 2p or-

bital similar to N and has fascinating spintronic properties if

BP exhibits d0 magnetism. Ferromagnetism in unconven-

tional oxide systems such as Cu-doped CeO2 and Co-doped

ZnO has been reported recently showing a high degree of

spin polarization of the injected carriers with intrinsic dop-

ing.11,12 Inspired by the success in tailoring the magnetic

properties of graphene-based materials,7,8,13,14 attempts have

been made to produce magnetism in 2D phosphorene.15–21 In

armchair and zigzag BP nanoribbons, the unstable magne-

tism disappears due to edge reconstruction.22,23 It has been

shown that only oxygen-saturated zigzag phosphorus nano-

ribbons possess antiferromagnetic properties in the metasta-

ble systems, but other elements such as F, H, and S do not

induce spin-polarized characteristics in phosphorus

nanoribbons.24 With regard to oxygen-saturated diagonal

nanoribbons, stable spin-polarized antiferromagnetic cou-

pling is achieved by ordering of the dangling bonds, which

weakens the interaction between edges.18 Oxygen-impurity-

induced magnetism has been predicted for the grain bound-

ary region in phosphorene,21 and so, oxidation may be an

effective method to induce magnetism in BP.

In this letter, we demonstrate tunable d0 ferromagnetism

in BP after electrochemical oxidation. The BP samples oxi-

dized for different time are analyzed by X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) and Raman scattering to monitor the

extent of oxidation. Room-temperature magnetization is

measured on a superconducting quantum interference device

(SQUID). Our experimental results indicate that saturation

magnetization can be enhanced by oxidation. Using the

CASTEP code, the partial density of spin states, binding

energy, and electron and spin difference densities are derived

for different degree of oxidation and phosphorus vacancies.

Bridge and dangling oxygen atoms are identified to be the

most probable structures inducing d0 magnetism in oxidized

BP and the origin of magnetism is attributed to spin splitting

around oxygen atoms and phosphorus vacancies/atoms. The

bound magnetic polaron model is postulated to explain the

d0 ferromagnetism.

A single-crystal BP was fabricated in situ according to

the procedures reported previously,25 and electrochemical

oxidation was carried out at different times to achieve differ-

ent degrees of oxidation. A CHI 660D three-electrode work-

station (CH Instrument) with the BP crystal anode serving as

the working electrode, Pt mesh as the counter electrode, and

Ag/AgCl (1 mol/l NaOH-filled) as the reference electrode

was used in electrochemical oxidation. The buffered saline

was composed of neutral phosphate (0.1 M K2HPO4 and

KH2PO4), and electrochemical oxidation was performed at

0.4 V for 20, 40, and 60 min.

A field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

was performed on a Phenom ProX desktop scanning electron

a)Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic

addresses: hkxlwu@nju.edu.cn and paul.chu@cityu.edu.hk
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microscope and X-ray diffraction (XRD) on a powder dif-

fractometer (Rigaku Ultima III, Japan) with Cu Ka radiation

(k¼ 1. 54178 Å). XPS was conducted on the PHI 5000 Versa

Probe, and the room-temperature Raman spectra were

acquired using a backscattering geometry on a Jobin-Yvon

T64000 triple-grating spectrometer at an excitation wave-

length of 514.5 nm. The magnetic measurements were per-

formed on a quantum design SQUID magnetometer (MPMS

XL 7T).

Fig. 1(a) shows the SEM image of the BP after oxida-

tion for 40 min in comparison with that of the pristine BP in

Fig. 1(b). Unlike combustion, the tightly aggregated sheet-

like crystal structure is preserved after oxidation. The XRD

results in Fig. 1(c) reveal little changes in the layered struc-

ture, and the sharp peaks disclose good crystallinity in both

BP and BP oxide. All five diffraction peaks match the base-

centered orthorhombic structure with the space group of

Cmca. No crystalline impurities are detected, and the two

spectra exhibit three dominant peaks corresponding to the

stacked puckered layers. The small change in the crystal

structure inferred from the unchanged XRD peak positions

is because oxidation only occurs on surface, thereby pre-

serving the BP structure during electrochemical

oxidation.26

Figs. 2(a)–2(c) show the P 2p core-level XPS spectra of

pristine BP with four fitted peaks corresponding to the P2p3/

2-O, P2p-O, P2p1/2-P, and P2p3/2-P binding states (from high

to low binding energy). The two peaks at 130.25 eV for 2p3/2

and 130.33 eV for 2p1/2 stem from P-P bond, and the other

two peaks in the higher-energy region at about 134.5 eV are

attributable to oxidization (134.2 eV for phosphorus 2p and

134.6 eV for phosphorus 2p3/2 showing bonding with oxy-

gen).27 Figs. 2(a)–2(c) show that the degree of oxidation

increases with the oxidation time. The ratio of phosphorus to

oxygen increases from 1:0.49 after oxidation for 20 min to

1:0.83 after 40 min and finally 1:0.99 after 60 min. The inten-

sity of the two peaks at 134.2 and 134.6 eV increases, indi-

cating more phosphorous oxidation. In the O 1s core-level

XPS spectra shown in the insets of Figs. 2(a)–2(c), two peaks

are observed around 533 eV attributable to the O1s-P binding

states with different P-O binding types. They correspond to

the two peaks at about 134.5 eV in the P 2p XPS spectra.

The peak area of the oxidized BP increases with oxidation

time showing consistency with the of P-O binding states in

the P 2p XPS spectra. This further verifies the presence of

two types of P-O bonds.

The Raman results of the three oxidized samples are dis-

played in Fig. 2(d). According to our previous work,26

FIG. 1. SEM images of (a) BP oxide and (b) BP; (c) XRD patterns of BP

(black) and BP oxide (red).

FIG. 2. (a)–(c) P 2p core level XPS

spectra and (d) confocal Raman spec-

tra acquired from BP after electro-

chemical oxidation for 20, 40, and

60 min. The insets in (a)–(c) show the

corresponding O 1s core-level XPS

spectra.
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splitting of the Ag
1 peak at 365 cm�1 in the Raman spectrum

decreases with increasing oxidization degree. The blue, red,

and black lines are the Raman spectra of BP oxide after oxi-

dation for 20, 40, and 60 min, respectively. Splitting of the

Ag
1 peak is observed to decrease with increasing oxidation

time, implying that the extent of oxidation increases with

time being consistent with the XPS results. The Ag
1 mode

represents vibration of out-of-plane phosphorus atoms. The

Ag
2 mode at 469 cm�1 and B2g mode at 443 cm�1 of BP arise

from the atomic vibration within the layer plane. It can be

seen from the spectra of the oxidized BP samples that when

the oxidation degree varies, the locations of the Ag
2 and split

B2g modes do not vary, indicating that the two modes are not

sensitive to the degree of oxidization although oxidization

leads to splitting of the B2g mode.

To investigate the oxidation-induced ferromagnetism in

BP oxide, the hysteresis loop of room-temperature magnetiza-

tion (M) versus magnetic field (H) is monitored. As shown

in Fig. 3, a ferromagnetic behavior with a nonlinear hysteresis

loop curve is observed from all the samples. The saturation

magnetization increases with oxidation time from about

1� 10�3 emu/g after oxidation for 20 min to 2.0� 10�3 emu/g

after 40 min and finally 2.6� 10�3 emu/g after 60 min at

300 K. According to the M-T curve shown in the inset, the

Curie temperature Tc is estimated to be 384 K for the oxidized

BP sample oxidized for 30 min. The saturation magnetization

depends on the degree of oxidation, which can be controlled

by adjusting the oxidation time thus boding well for applica-

tions to spintronics. The ferromagnetism hardly changes

after the 30 min oxidized sample has been exposed to air for

15 days. XRD also does not reveal any changes in the layered

structure.

To elucidate the origin of ferromagnetism in the BP

oxide, the first-principles calculation is performed with the

CASTEP code based on the density functional theory

(DFT)28 and adopting the periodic supercell approach. To

avoid periodic image interactions, a vacuum layer with a

thickness of 10 Å is chosen between the phosphorene layers.

The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange correlation

functional and projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials

are employed. The kinetic energy cutoff for the plane wave

basis set is chosen to be 350 eV, and all the structures are

fully relaxed until the force on each atom is less than

0.01 eV/Å.

Four configurations of BP oxide are considered, namely,

the bridge, dangling, interstitial oxygen, and P vacancy. The

binding energy is first calculated for the four structures as

shown in Fig. 4, and the results indicate that the bridge and

dangling configurations are the most energetically favored.

However, in the case of phosphorus vacancies, the higher

binding energy indicates more difficult formation than other

defects and hence, there is a smaller proportion in the impu-

rity density. With regard to the phosphorus vacancies, the

contribution to macro-magnetism is minimized. To further

examine the magnetic contribution of the different defects,

the densities of spin states are calculated and presented in

the inset of Fig. 4. The black, red, blue, and green curves cor-

respond to systems with the bridge, dangling, interstitial oxy-

gen impurities, and phosphorus vacancy, respectively. The

bridge and dangling oxygen and phosphorus vacancy induce

stronger magnetization than interstitial oxygen. The former

three impurities induce magnetism in the energy range of

2.6–4.2 eV, whereas for the interstitial oxygen impurity,

magnetism is observed mainly between 1.5 and 2.5 eV. The

magnetic moments obviously stem from p orbitals of the

phosphorus and oxygen atoms. Unlike previous studies,

besides the “first-row” elements, the “second-row” element,

phosphorous, can also exhibit spin splitting with partially

filled p orbitals induced by oxygen impurities or phospho-

rous vacancy. Supplemented by our binding energy analysis,

it can be concluded that the magnetism mainly originates

from the bridge and dangling oxygen as well as phosphorus

atoms with the p state spin polarization.

The charge and spin difference densities of the four con-

figurations are calculated to further explore the magnetic

mechanism. The charge difference densities are shown in

Figs. 5(a)–5(d) for the bridge, dangling, interstitial oxygen,

and P vacancy systems, respectively. In all four configura-

tions, charges are mainly distributed around impurities and

electrons are also accumulated around phosphorus. The

impurity-induced charge distribution around phosphorus

produces a larger carrier density needed for the magnetic

exchange which leads to the macro-magnetism observed

experimentally. The spin difference densities of the four con-

figurations are exhibited in Figs. 5(e)–5(h), respectively.

FIG. 3. SQUID-measured total magnetization of the BP oxide after oxida-

tion for 20 (black), 40 (red), 60 min (blue) as a function of external magnetic

field at 300 K. The inset shows the M-T curve of the oxidized BP sample

oxidized for 30 min.

FIG. 4. Binding energy and density of spin states (inset) of the BP oxide

with the bridge, dangling, interstitial oxygen, and P vacancy.
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Spin splitting mainly occurs around impurities which affect

the spin-polarized phosphorus atoms nearby and finally form

bound magnetic polaron. Our results show that spin splitting

is caused by charge accumulation and magnetic exchange is

realized with charge carriers around the phosphorus atoms

and bound magnetic polarons. Magnetism can originate from

the unpaired electrons in the d or f orbital in dopants or mag-

netic atoms as observed from Cu-doped ZnO29 and Co-

doped CeO2.30 Here, it is demonstrated that the unpaired

electrons in the p orbital of the “second-row” element, phos-

phorous, can also exhibit magnetism. Together with the

larger carrier density around the phosphorus atoms, the mag-

netic exchange mechanism can be explained by the bound

pole model.

In summary, BP oxide is produced by electrochemical

oxidation at different times, and there is experimental evi-

dence of room-temperature d0 ferromagnetism in the BP

oxide. The ferromagnetic ordering is believed to be due to the

large p orbital splitting of oxygen and phosphorus atoms in

the bridge and dangling oxygen systems in lieu of phosphorus

vacancies. Spin splitting arises from electron accumulation

around oxygen sites and spin polarization around impurities

forms magnetic polarons. The magnetic exchange mechanism

is consistent with the bound pole model with these magnetic

polarons. This study provides experimental evidence and the-

oretical insights to room-temperature ferromagnetism in BP

enabling potential applications in spintronics.
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